4PM PM ROUTE MRE

ROUTE 4P
ALLIGATOR
BUS #KCKZ9326

2:15  MAE RICHARDSON ELEMENTARY

2:32  DEPART

2:33  BUSY BEE DAYCARE

2:33  W PINE ST @ RACHEL DR

2:34  BRANDON ST @ ROSE WOOD LANE

2:34  BRANDON ST @ JACKSON CREEK DR

2:35  JACKSON CREEK DR @ MALLORY CT

2:36  JACKSON CREEK DR @ ANNALEE DR

2:37  ANNALEE DR @ DAFFNEY CT

2:38  AMANDA WAY @ AMANDA CT

2:39  BRANDON ST @ THOMAS CT

2:39  BRANDON ST @ DAFFNEY LANE

2:40  BRANDON ST @ TIFFANY CT

2:41  TIFFANY AVE @ VINCENT AVE

2:42  VINCENT AVE @ JUSTIN CT

2:42  VINCENT AVE @ JOSEPHONE CT

2:44  VINCENT AVE @ HICKORY LANE

2:44  HICKORY @ N CENTRAL VALLEY DR
4PM  PM ROUTE MRE

ROUTE 4P

ALLIGATOR
BUS #KCKZ9326

2:45  N CENTRAL VALLEY DRIVE @ HOLIDAY LANE

2:45  447 N CENTRAL VALLEY DR

2:45  205/209 CORCORAN

2:46  217 CORCORAN

2:46  HANLEY RD @ DIEGO CT

2:47  QUAIL COURT

2:48  248 QUAIL COURT

WEDNESDAY  TAKE PRESCHOOLERS TO NEW
ONLY  HEIGHTS PRE SCHOOL AND RAINBOW PRESCHOOL